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> ̂  > ̂ hoose the correct option from the fo ^ x5=5

With increase in mass number, the
neutron to proton ratio
(i) increases

decreases decreases
increases first aud tn

None of the above

f Turn Over )



value of dipole

( 2 )

ft̂ ) Neutrons have a
magnetic moment.""^
(V positive
(n) negative

(ia) zero

N None of the above
(<^ In alpha decay

ff ""ass number yt
atomic number ̂  "y ̂

(n) mace mcreases by 2
W mass number

tttofflic number
m mass number aT ^

atomic number z

N mass number A m
atomic number 4 and

^ mcreaseis by 2
(^) Electron is a

fi) first ^ S®^eration particle.
(^) second
f®) third

fi") None of the above
»®aapin is to be conserved in

elementary interactions
.... ^^*^8 mteractions only

Weak interactions only
W None of the above

P23/824
( Continue^ j

(e)

( 3 )

2. (a) What is nuclear quadrupole moment? 1

fb) Write down the relation between mass
number and radius of a nucleus.
Describe a method for determinmg
nuclear radius. 1+3=4

Or

Explain the terms 'nuclear angular
momentum' and 'nuclear quadrupole.
moment'. 2+2=4

3. (a) What are ma^c numbers? What is their
significance in the shell model of the
nucleus? 1+2=3

fb) What are the applications of the
semi-empirical mass formula? Draw a
graph indicating the contribution of the
various terms of the semi-empirical
mass formula to the total binding
energy. 2+2=4

(c)

P23/824

Describe the liquid-drop model of the
nucleus describing th® similarities of
the nucleus with a drop of liquid. How
can nuclear fission be explained on the
basis of this model? 4+2=6
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( 4 )

* ""' ^se of alphaparticles can he- a^.u ^

straggling? Wrte
connectmo ^own the relation
constant disintegration

3+1+1=5

(b) Write down the eauaf
three modes of k ®^owing the
Describe the role radioactivity.
explaining continuous ^®^trino inof beta particles spectrum

1+3=4

5. (a) Discuss Rutherford „ .
nucleus. ®cattenng in a

3
(b) Derive an expression „

nuclear reaction Q"Value of a
3

(c) A 7-7 MeV alpha partic,^ •
a target nucleus "^teracts with

residual nucleus P^duce a
Pariicle la J - P-riuct
to the incident beam di" 90»
to have kinetic en ®^tion are found
Calculate the rXvoi,^^^ 4-44 MeV.

®  the reaction.
Or

Differentiate between
and compound nuclen reac on

^^eus reaction.

( 5 )

6. Write short notes on any two of the
following: 4^2=8

(a) Cerenkov radiation

(b) Photoelectric effect

(c) Interaction of neutron with matter

7. What are the gas filled detectors? Describe
briefly how gas filled detectors work in the
following different regions on vaiying the
plate voltage : 1+2+3+3=9
fa) lonization chamber region

(b) Proportional region

(c) Geiger region

Or

Describe the principle and working of a
scintillation detector. Name any two
scintillators. Describe the working
photomnltiplier tube.

of a

4+2+3=9

P23/824

8. Describe the working of a cyclotron. How are
the difficulties faced in a <yclotron removed
in a synchrotron? 3+1+1=5

Or

What are tandem accelerators? Describe the
construction and working of a van de Graaff
generator. 2+3=5
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9. (a)

(b)

(C)

(d)

( 6 )

^at IS strong interaction? What are
conservation laws to be satisfied in

strong interaction? What is the
associated exchange particle? 1+2+1=4

_u generation mean in particle

STnd are the first-.and third-generation leptons?
1+3=4

tâ lS^n Which fundamentalmteraction is specific to them? 2+1=3
Check whether isospin anH «♦are conserved L strangeness

following
sre conserved
reactions :

2x3=6(j) n* +n-»„-+p
It +P-»A°+Jf«

if^ +A»^2+

Or

Vl^at are quarks? 0^,. ..
Structure of pions. ™ quark

3+3=6
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1  Choose the correct option from the following:
1x5=5

(a) With increase in mass number, the
neutron to proton ratio

(i) increases
fU) decreases
fiii) increases first and then decreases
fiv) None of the above
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